
Mary Edwards Walker was one of the earliest women in the United States to earn a medical degree.  When the 
Civil War broke out, she volunteered to work on the battlefields.  Captured in 1864, she spent four months as a prisoner 
of war in a Richmond prison.  Dr. Walker lectured throughout the United States and abroad on women’s rights, equality, 
dress reform, health and temperance issues.  She tried to vote in 1872, but was turned away.  Dr. Walker rejected corsets 
and hoop-skirted dresses, preferring to wear men’s trousers, jackets, and a top hat.  She was arrested in New York City for 
impersonating a man.  She was inducted into the National Women’s Hall of Fame in Seneca Falls in 2000.
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Lloyd J. Schwartz has chosen to hold the World Premiere of his latest play in Seneca Falls, New York, 
as part of the 2017 Convention Days Commemoration. Two of his previous historical plays, “The Great 
Adventure” about Teddy Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson, and “An Evening with John Wilkes Booth” have 
enjoyed great acclaim.  He developed his play about John Wilkes Booth into a miniseries, which was sold to 
CBS as “The Brothers Booth.”  With Mr. Schwartz as executive producer, “The Great Adventure” has been 
taped for KLCS, is now part of the curriculum for the Los Angeles City School System, and has won a Telly 
Award and an Aurora Award.  In 2004, he received one of the inaugural Red Carpet Awards from Women 
in Theatre.  

With an extensive career in all media, Lloyd J. Schwartz was, at age 25, the youngest producer in network 
television.  He and his father Sherwood Schwartz (creator of  “The Brady Bunch” and “Gilligan’s Island”) were 
one of the only -- if not the only -- father-son producing teams in television, working together on many “Brady 
Bunch” and “Gilligan’s Island” projects.  As a network executive at ABC, Lloyd J. Schwartz supervised four 
of the top five shows in the country: “Happy Days” “Laverne and Shirley” “What’s Happening!!” and “Three’s 
Company.”  

With his wife, Barbara, he co-founded The Storybook Little Theatre of Los Angeles 31 years ago, and has 
written, composed, and/or directed all 18 of their original productions. Lloyd J. Schwartz and his wife have 
been honored by the U.S. Senate, the U.S. House of Representatives and the City of Los Angeles for their 
contributions to the youth of Los Angeles. 

Kathie Barnes has enjoyed a wide variety of roles in film and television, including a semi-regular role on 
ABC’s “All My Children.”  She previously worked with author/director Lloyd J. Schwartz on two of her 
favorite theatrical roles, “What Are We Going to Say to Her?” and the poignant “Poems for Mary.”  Other 
favorite theatre roles include Emily and The Wife in “Bradbury X 2” (Valley Theatre League Best Actress 
Award nomination), produced by Ray Bradbury’s Pandemonium Theatre Company.  She received a Beverly 
Hills Outlook Best Actress Award nomination for her role as Agnes in “Dancing at Lughnasa.”

As a member of Ray Bradbury’s extended family, she was asked to read a passage from Ray’s writing at the 
“Ray Bradbury Read” in Los Angeles in August 2016 along with Joe Montegna and others.  She has also been 
privileged to bring to life some of Ray Bradbury’s other exquisitely written characters, including Blanche 
Hillgood in “The Day It Rained Forever” and Helen Loomis in “The Swan”, both at the Court Theatre. She 
notes that Dr. Mary Walker is truly a hero and she is touched and honored to portray her in Seneca Falls, the 
home of women’s rights. “What a thrill!”
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